Is Your Equipment Certified To The
Correct Level For Its Use?
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In both IECEx, ATEX and North American
systems, intrinsically safe equipment can be
used in any Zone or Division with the correct
equipment protection level.
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Explosion-proof or Flame-proof
Explosion-proof is generally a North American
term, but it has the same meaning as flameproof as used by IECEx and ATEX.
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and internal explosions are likely. The
equipment enclosures are constructed in
such a way that an internal ignition of a
flammable atmosphere cannot get outside of

the enclosure, thus preventing the ignition

explosive environments. This heavy-duty unit

thickness; and guaranteeing crucial savings
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in time and money as it eliminates the need to

splash-proof construction with IP65 rating.
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www.cygnus-instruments.com,
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Like all Cygnus gauges, Cygnus 1 employs

(0) 1305 265533 or email sales@cygnus-

In North America, explosion-proof equipment

the Multiple-Echo technique to read through

instruments.com. Quote HES2022 fo¬r 10% off

may be used in both Division 1 and Division

coatings - giving accurate remaining metal

a gauge.

2 areas with the correct equipment protection
level.
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Thickness Gauge
Cygnus

1

Intrinsically

thickness gauge is the only one of its kind in
the world certified to Zone 0 for ATEX, IECEx
and UKEx, and Class 1, Division 1 for CSA-US
- specifically designed for measuring metal
thickness to determine wastage or corrosion
in Zone 0, Zone 1 hazardous and potentially

Solutions for harsh and hazardous locations

Exloc instruments supply products to
the process industry suitable for harsh
and hazardous locations. Working with
global suppliers, we have a market
leading range of ATEX approved
mobile products and Intrinsically Safe
Interfacing solutions.

www.exloc.co.uk
Tel 01457 239301
sales@exloc.co.uk

Exi Interfaces
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